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Based on string amplitudes, we talk about a universal 
conjecture that holds even  brane-anti brane.

Using scattering of Strings, we point out how to look for   
effective actions for D-brane and anti D-brane 

  
 Some new Wess-Zumino couplings with their corrections 
will be presented.

These new actions/couplings are neither inside Myers‘ terms 
nor within pull-back/Taylor expansions. 



Motivations

1) To obtain Universality  for  all-order alpha-prime 
corrections to BPS/non-BPS systems

2) It seems that, description of world volume dynamics of 
D-brane is still lacking at fundamental level.

3) Holographic QCD Models, Cosmology,…

4) Working out with Mathematical Structures behind 
Scattering amplitudes ( world-sheet integrals )

 

 



BPS Dp-branes in II 

 For stable Dp-branes (p is even in IIA , odd in IIB )   
and the only difference with non BPS branes is the 
absence of Tachyon.
 

Stability, Supersymmetry, conserved  (RR) charge and 
having no tachyons are,  all properties of these type II 
branes.

The charge of a Dp-brane is Ramond-Ramond 
 (p+1) field. 



The world-volume theory of a Dp-brane involves 
a massless U(1) vector, 9-p real massless
 scalars, fermions. 

 At leading order, the low-energy action is DBI.

There are higher                     order  corrections. 

When derivatives of the Field Strength are small
 on string scale, the action takes  BI form.



To find interactions, we expand the action and set 
 all background field to zero, working on flat space. 



The second part is the Wess-Zumino action, contains 
the coupling of the U(N) massless world volume 
vectors to  RR field 



Effective Field Theory on the World-Volume

The states  in our S-matrix  are  Gauge , Scalars and 
Tachyons from DBI action and RR field from the WZ 
action.



Four Point amplitude

 We  calculate  scattering amplitudes of 
strings by CFT methods

 

From CFT, one  evaluates the correlation 
functions  of all fields 



Vertex Operators
  
Form of every vertex is calculated by using the conformal 
invariance of S-matrix.
 

 

is the external CP matrix in the U(N) group. 







Regularity in the higher derivative expansions. 

  1st we gain the S-matrix element of desired amplitudes.

 2nd, using Mandelstam variables, we rewrite the amplitudes 
such that all poles can be seen in a clear way.
 

 The 3rd step is to explore leading couplings from tachyonic
 DBI action. 

The last step is to express the symmetric trace in term of ordinary 
trace and applying the higher derivative corrections  on them.
 





1st  Ex : 2 Tachyons and two scalars, and also 4T's on 
[E.H,JCAP,JHEP,1601.06667,1707.06609]



 We also found  new couplings  which are neither inside Myers’ 
terms nor within pull back/Taylor expansions.These couplings like 

can be found just by S-matrix and their coefficients should be set by 
applying Scattering approach not any other tools 
 [see 1302.5024,EH.NPB] 



This action was proposed by S-Matrix method which is a 
generalization of DBI action for gauge fields on WV of branes.

where for non –BPS branes in II ST this potential will produce  
tachyon’s mass on branes very precisely. 

In order to have consistency with S-Matrix method we have to 
generalize tachyonic action so that it reproduces all desired 
couplings in non-BPS branes and brane –anti brane.

Perturbative string theory



D-brane-Anti D-brane Effective action

This effective action  in  IIA(IIB) theory  is given by some extension of 
the DBI action and the WZ terms which include the tachyon fields. 
 
    

The trace in the above action should be completely symmetric
  between all matrices of the form 



Consistency with S-Matrix imposed

If one uses ordinary trace,instead, the above action reduces to the 
action proposed by A.Sen after making the kinetic term symmetric 
and performing the trace. This latter action is not consistent with
 S-matrix calculation. The tachyon potential which is consistent with 
S-matrix element calculations has 

  consistent with the tachyon potential of BSFT







So just this Lagrangian could consistently produce CTTA 
amplitude.

 

Note that  the  term                        in the tachyon
DBI action is necessary for the above consistency 

It can not be derived by field redefinition of fields
 nor by Sen’s action. 



A proposal by A. Sen for brane anti brane
 effective action  is



On D-brane anti D-brane  actions, their corrections to all orders in 
alpha-prime [1601.06667,EH,JCAP]
  
Discovering all  higher derivative corrections  to produce  all 
 scalar poles of  <V_C V_{\phi} V_T V_T>. 

 
   

The symmetric trace effective action has a non-zero coupling ( like 
above ) while this coupling does not exist in ordinary trace action.



The only consistent effective action for D-brane anti D-brane 
systems,  based on direct  S-matrix computations of 
CATT, CTTTT

 was appeared in [1211.5538,1601.06607,1707.06609,
  EH, JCAP,JCAP,JHEP]. 

    
We have shown that there were  non-zero couplings
  between F ^(1) .F^(2), D\phi^(1).D\phi^(2) and others
 and we found all their higher derivative corrections.



Note that for ordinary trace prescription, these coupling do  not 
exist.   Sen’s action  is not consistent with S-matrix computations 
and  symmetrized trace works out for superstring computations. 

The reason :

   By using  it not only  we are unable to produce all the tachyon 
poles , but also the structure and forms of some of the new 
couplings like  F ^(1).F^(2) (confirmed by S-matrix ) 
have been overlooked. 



Conclusion

We analyzed all the 3,4, 5 point functions of BPS,
 Non-BPS, D-brane anti-D-brane system.
                       

 It is not clear how to produce all contact terms of string
 amplitude. Possibly pull back may need modification.

We found universality in all order higher derivative
 corrections of brane-anti-brane system.  

Fermionic amplitudes and universality in Type IIA? 
  
The supersymmetric generalization of DBI action is still unknown.



                

Thank you for your attention
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